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Informing about the deadly disease HIV and AIDS
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encouraging girls to excel in Mathematics and Science
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Dear Fawena,
Thank you for the workshop
I learned a lot of important things from [the ARH, HIV & AIDS] workshop. Most importantly how to protect myself against this killer disease. I also made new friends from whom I learned a lot.
I decided to go share the massage back at my school for the other girls also to start taking good care of
them . I want to tell the other girls to please abstain from sex until they are matured enough or ready to
be involved in sexual relationships.
I would kindly like to ask the FAWENA team to visit us often at our schools and to keep in great contact with us . Good luck with all the other workshops.
From, Timoteus Hileni
Ompandakani Combined School
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FAWENA’s Executive Members’ Desk
increase her self-confidence and improved her self-esteem to enable
her to take informed decisions.
I am also pleased to note that the
workshop was attended by teachers
who became an integral part of the
girls’ empowerment. It is important
to sensitize teachers as they play a
very important role in empowering
the girl-child through the process of
education and wish to use this opportunity to encourage them to continue the good work.

Whenever I travel to remote villages and
towns I often ask myself, did FAWENA
reach the girls in these communities?
My years of working with marginalized and
disadvantaged communities taught me
that, these children need special programs
and attention from stakeholders that aims
to break the cycle of poverty and illiteracy
are needed. Long distance to school, poverty and their close contact with some of
their traditional culture to a large extend
hampers the education for disadvantaged
rural girls. As FAWENA, we therefore
need to support the government’s effort
to reach girls in disadvantaged communities to benefit from the education.
I am therefore pleased that FAWENA has
reached girls in some of the disadvantaged
communities in Namibia, by providing
scholarships in the Kavango, Khomas,
Hardap, Omaheke, Otjozondjupa, Oshana
and Kunene regions. Of the 374 girls who
benefit from USAID’S AEI-AGSP scholarship program and other donors, 87 are
San girls.
This is an important milestone in addressing the National Plan Action for Education
For All. FAWENA as a partner of the
Ministry of Education, supports vision
2030 through reaching the girls in Namibia
to ensure gender equality.
Therefore, I would like to thank all donors
national and international supporting
FAWE Namibia’s activities.
Hon. Rosalia Nghidinwa, MP,
Minister of Home Affairs
FAWENA’s Chairperson
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It is my pleasure to contribute some
thoughts to this maiden publication of
FAWENA News. The challenges girls face
in completing their education such as teenage pregnancies, early marriages, sexual
abuse, poverty, long distances to and from
schools, the impact of HIV & AIDS,
amongst many others need special attention and target specific programmes.
It is therefore, worth highlighting and
acknowledging the scholarship support
that FAWENA (Forum for African
Women Educationalists in Namibia) received from generous funding agencies
during the first quarter of this school year.
USAID’s AEI-AGSP provides scholarship to financially disadvantaged girls who
may otherwise be out of school. Such
assistance helps to address the key challenges highlighted above and in addition,
help empower the girl-child to complete
her education with dignity.
UNESCO’s funding of the Adolescent Reproductive Health, (ARH)
HIV & AIDS, Teachers’ and Peer
counselor’s workshop is a welcome
gesture and I trust will continue and
be replicated in other regions. The
workshop was attended by 30 girls
and 6 teachers from Ompandakani,
Ondiamande and Okashandja combined schools respectively. The
workshop targeted girls’ clubs
members thereby reinforcing the
need to empower the girl-child, to

More importantly, it is not only
enough for girls to have access to
school, but that they are retained
and perform well in especially critical subjects such as mathematics
and sciences. This will enable them
to advance to highest levels of
education and ultimately to better
rewarding jobs. Therefore, I am
grateful to PETROFUND for
funding this year’s mathematics and
science holiday school that was
attended by 60 girls.
My sincere gratitude goes to OSISA
for funding FAWENA’s various activities, especially for the printing of
this newsletter.
M a y I s in c e re ly a ck n ow led g e a n d
t h a nk F A W E R e g ion a l S e c re t a r ia t ’s
( R S ) r e le n t le s s su pp or t to F A W E
N a m ib ia . I am a ls o a pp re cia t iv e of
F A W E N A s t a f f m em b er s wh o of t en
v is it s it e s t o m on it or an d e v a lu a t e
F A W E N A ’s a c t iv it ie s in t h e f ie ld
f or an imp r ov e d an d fu n ct ion a l
N a t ion a l C h ap t e r .
An unequivocal thank you to you all!
Hon. Dr. Becky R. K. Ndjoze-Ojo, MP,
Deputy Minister of Education
FAWENA Vice Chairperson, and
Member of the Executive of FAWE
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What is FAWENA?
The forum for African Women Educationalists
(FAWE) is a non-governmental organization
founded in 1992 and is currently operating in
more than 30 African countries. FAWE Namibia‘s
(FAWENA) national chapter opened its office in
1999 with the support of the Ministry of Basic
Education Sports & Culture (MBESC).

COE - FAWENA in partnership with the Ministry of
Education identified the Hage Geingob High School as a
Center OF Excellence (COE). The overall objective of
the COE is to undertake an intervention package of effective strategies to address concerns in girls’ education.
FAWE believes that a safe and secure learning environment for girls, which is conducive to achieving academic
and social excellence, will also benefit boys.

FAWE’S goal is to increase access, improve retention and enhance the quality of Education for girls
and women in Namibia and Africa general.

TEACHER TRAINING
 Conducted Gender Sensitization teaching and learning methodologies
 Conducted school board
 Conducted seminar for teachers and the public on
“Trauma of Rape and Sexual Abuse – How Can
Teachers Help Their Learners?
 Provided mentoring workshop for Focal Teachers of
the scholarship program

FAWENA’S PROGRAMS
SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM
 Total 374 Girls are scholarship beneficiaries with
support from:
 USAID’S AEI-AGSP (Africa Education Initiative Ambassador’s Girls’ Scholarship Program)
 FAWE Orphan’s Grant
 Ministry of Education and
 Individual members
 Former CCN Scholarship Beneficiaries
MENTORING & GIRLS’ CLUBS PROGRAMS
 Girls Clubs have been established and supported in
21 schools
 Annual ARH, HIV & AIDS for Windhoek Girls at
Dawid Bezuidenhout High School is conducted
 ARH, HIV & AIDS Teachers and Peer Counselor’s
Workshop - Ongwediva
 FAWENA conducted an all San Girls Conference
TUSEME (Let’s Speak Out!) PROGRAM
 A total of 29 teachers from 9 region (Caprivi,
Erongo, Hardap, Karas, Kavango, Khomas, Kunene,Omaheke, Otjozondjupa), and 77 boys and girls
from Hage Geingob participated in Tuseme training
workshop to identified and solve problems that hinders learners academic and social developmentthrough Theatre for Development (TFD) approach
to establish Tuseme activities in their schools.
MATHEMATICS & SCIENCE PROGRAM
 Winter & Summer Holiday School for mathematic &
science subject
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ADVOCACY PROGRAM
 Quarterly News Letter
 Calendars
 Brochures
 T-Shirts
 TV and Radio Presentations
FAWENA BRANCES
 FAWENA Oshakati Branch
 FAWENA Kavango Branch

ARH, HIV & AIDS Workshop,
Ongwediva,23-26 March 31, 2006
Funded By: UNESCO
First Day: Thursday
The reason for the workshop was to
inform about the deadly disease HIV and
AIDS: How participants can protect
themselves against the disease, who to
talk to when they have problems and a
good chance for the girls to ask questions on everything they wanted to
know. On the first day 30 girls from the
different schools arrived at the workshop.
Six teachers from different
schools also attended the workshop.
Okashandja, Ondiamande and Ompandakani were the three different schools
that took part.
The Oshana Education Region Junior
School Council Ms Sanet Cloete welcomed the FAWENA staff. She asked
the girls to feel free to ask questions as
this workshop was meant for them.
Captains were selected to be in charge
in absence of teachers, to coordinate
the laying down of ground rules to be
observed during the proceeding of the
workshop, to make sure that their
schools behaved at all times and to help
everything to remain in order. Ms Andreas then introduced the FAWENA

Team and asked the girls to feel free to
socialize she also asked each girl to pick
another girl from a different school and
ask her the following questions:
What is your name?
What is your favorite subject?
What do you want to become in
future?
After a short while every girl got a
chance to introduce her new friend to
the rest of the group.
Miss Ndakangele Aili from Ompandakani
School said it was a great honor for her
to be part of the workshop and felt
good to represent her school. She
hopes that the girls will go back and
share the information with the the
other girls who did not get the chance
to attend the workshop. She strongly
believes that it is a good thing that
FAWENA is allowing the girls to talk
openly: it encourages the girls to talk
about the problems they face. She also
kindly thanked FAWENA for introducing the workshop and admitted that she
learned a lot especially from the girls
Freedom of speech
Representatives from schools had a
chance to say out loud what they think
and how they feel about certain issues in
life. The mission was to empower the
girls to talk freely. ”Lack of confidence is
one of the major problems why learners
are not doing well in class. It is important for them to boost up their selfesteem and to allow them to feel good
about themselves. Lack of self esteem
brings a child down and causes the lack
of ability in a child to be active in class
or to give answers during lessons” Said
Miss Sanet.
HIV and Aids questionnaires were
handed out to the girls that were to be
completed and handed in at the end of
the workshop.
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Lots of games and fun!!!
The girls did not only get a chance to
gain information but they also got acquainted to new games like Elephant,
palm tree.

A True Role Model

“

Second day: Friday
The day began with a prayer by Ms.
Theopolina Taapopi a teacher at Ondiamande Combined School. There after
Ms. Sanet Cloete did the house keeping
activities such as Introducing herself to
the participants. The girls were getting
to know each other better as they
shared their dreams (future careers
plans) with each other. These girls are
not only beautiful but they had great
visions and great dreams too. Most of
them said they want to become doctors, teachers, engineers even pastors.
How great can it be sharing your dream
with someone whom you just met?
Wonderful because it makes you feel
great about yourself
Miss Sanet advised the girls not allow
anything to come in their way and invited them to the career fare because
the career fare is also an eye opener to
most students.
They then played a Window of hope
game with Miss Rebecca called “People
to people” where they got a chance to
exercise the knee to knee elbow-toelbow and knee-to-knee.
Questions given to Girls
Okashandja- Why are girls not in
school?
Ondiamande- why do girls not perform
well in school?
Ompandakani-Why do girls drop out of school
The girls answered the questions with
great confidence for 15 minutes before
tea break. Presentations were done
shortly after tea break as to afford
Mrs. Dutte Shinyemba (the Oshana Education Regional Director) an opportunity to listen to the factors that are
hampering the girls education from the
girls themselves.
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We should encourage more girls to
enter careers in
Maths, Sciences
and Technology

”

Ms. Dutte Shinyemba (pictured at center) is the Director For the
Oshana Educational Region. Mr. Shinyemba opened the conference
with a compelling speech, urging the girls to “break out of the mould
of limited thinking and develop more confidence in yourself.”

Ability to work hard
The girls were busy answering to their
questions with great confidence. These
girls also had the ability to work hard.
Heading for the future
With the great talents and big
dreams that the girls have it all depends on them and on us the parents and teachers. We should support our girls to work hard and
make something out of their school
lives. As a country at large we
should spread the message around
and help remove the mentality that
men are stronger than the woman.
Women should know that they have
the divine power in them and to
start loving their dreams.
Mr. Ita a teacher at Ompandakani gave
a few tips on career guidance. He gave
an example of those who want to become nurses; he said that in order to
become a nurse one needed to be in the
science field as the choice of their career had to correspond with the kind of
subjects taken in school.

Girls Club
The idea of the girls club is to empower
our self (the girls) not to hear problems
and ignore them but to act upon them.
Ms Neshani opened the topic of the girls
club with the saying “when poverty
strikes a family the girl child suffers the
most.” The main reason for the workshop is for the girls to empower each
other.
Elaborating more she added that the
weight of poverty always lends on the
girls shoulders. She also told the girls
that when you are vulnerable it gives
men the chance to take advantage of
the girls. Why should a women do
more work than man in the house?
The girls also added that they get less
time to do their homework due to
the house chores that take up most of
their time. Men can easily confine girls
into doing things they never wanted.
Girls should be protected by information. It is important for parents to
inform their children about things that
are happening in society it is also important for parents not to be impartial when it comes to their children.

ART WORK
The girls drew pictures about themselves and about their future careers.
They presented it individually to the
rest of the group at the workshop.
Phobia for knowledge
Most young girls are afraid of empowerment or to say out loud what they
know. They are so scared for those
next to them to think that what they
know is what they put into action. Having confidence does not come over
night it takes time to grow within you.

thought and felt normal about having
one since all the other girls especially
my friends all had boyfriends. I never
introduced him to my parents I was
scared. My dad was this strict man who
wanted no boy close to any of his
daughters. Most of the time I would lie
that I had afternoon classes meanwhile I
was seeing him. Sometimes when his
parents left him alone for the weekend I
would lie to my dad that I was going
over to my friends place. And this is
how it continued until I felt pregnant. I
was so scared how was I going to tell
my parents? The worse part of all is that
when I told him about it he denied and

Miss Rebbecca’s experience in the
girls club
Fun, Informal and motivaMiss Rebecca’s massage to
tional: these are the words
Rebbecca, a Peace Corps
Education will open many
volunteer used to describe
the girls club.
in your future. Never stop
“The way we girls keep our
body pasture is very important. As a girl you should
present yourself in a confident way. To be a good
leader it takes time, practice
and patience” she said.

“

A matter of sharing
The knowledge being shared amongst
the girls with their positive feedback
encouraged us to spread the massage
even further.
Practical
The girls were shown how to use both
the male and female condom. But they
were still advised that prevention is
better than cure.
How Life became so hard for me:
going back to school after giving
birth. A message for all girls.
I was still in grade 1O when I got my
second boyfriend who was in grade 12. I
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the girls:

doors
learning, asking questions and asking
for help because even when we
make mistakes , knowledge will
enable you to find a path once
again.

HIV AIDS PROTECTION GAME
Was introduced to the girls by the visitors from SMA Mr. Mauricious Ngishindwa, Mr. Erastus Angula, Miss Magdalena Kandjambanga

of my unborn baby. My parents decided
that they will stick by me on one condition that I would never repeat the same
mistake, which I did. I gave birth to my
beautiful daughter who my dad named
forgiven beloved. I still wanted to go
back to school I still had dreams and to
give my baby the best life she deserved I
needed my good education. I took care
of my baby for a year and the next year I
had to go back to school. Things were so
different my old classmates were one
grade ahead of me and boys would tease
me about falling pregnant at an early age.
Some girls who use to be my friends
even started spreading rumors around
the school about me raising
a child with no father.

accused me of having other boyfriends.
He told me straight to my face that if I
was not going to abort the child I should
go find the real father. Three months
past and I said nothing at home sometimes my older sister would ask me if I
was doing fine and I would repeat the
same word yes over and over. I wrote
my exams and I was happy to find out
that I passed with flying colors. My Parents were so happy for me and seeing
my dad being so proud of me made me
feel worse about my pregnancy. I knew
that I had to tell someone about it. I had
a close cousin and she was the only one
who I could talk to. After a few days I
told her about it and the hardest part
was for us to go tell my parents. Well at
first they were mad at me and they just
could not believe that it was me who
has been so irresponsible. The worse
part of all was that even after my parents confronted my so-called boyfriend
he still denied that he was not the father

It really used to hurt but I
never allowed them to bring
me down I still loved myself
and most of all I strongly
believed in myself too.
Sometimes schoolwork became a lot since I had to
take care of beloved and
studying at the same time.
With the help of my parents
I made it and today I find
myself at the University doing my degree in Law.
Thinking back I realized that what matters is not how low we rise but how
high we rise after a downfall.

”
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Mr. Mauricios Nghishindwa
Q. Bringing the massage unto the
girls is a great challenge because not all girls implement
on their boyfriends to use
protection. What do you have
to say about this?

Q. Do you have a massage for all
young ones?

A. It is true that most girls don’t do not
carry out that courage of bringing
up such discussion into their relationship , but I think as time goes
and they get information it will
really help a lot.

Q. Do you think that local Namibian artists are spreading the
massage to our young people
since they are the role models of our young people?

Q. Do you think that through your
organization or through talking to the girls a big difference will be made ?

A. Time is now to be serious, more than
ever. Have goals and focus.

A. Some do, but some of our singers
are too much into revenge to certain issues into their life. Let
them sing inspirational songs.

A. I would say it is already making a difference because most of the girls
are now informed but knowing
does not protect but to act what
you know.
Q. What more can be done to
spread the massage?
A. The behavior of the young people
should change and they should rather
take their education seriously.We are
doing very well at the moment we at
SMA are doing very well about informing the young ones about the
deadly disease. It is also the responsibility of parents, teachers and all elders
to let the young ones to be aware.
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Mr. Nghishindwa and Ms. Magdalena of Social Marketing Association
performing for the girls.

Holiday School,
SPONSORED BY:
PETROFUND
The Forum for African Women
Educationalists in Namibia
(FAWENA) with the Financial
Support from PETROFUND organized a Mathematics and Science Holiday School to run for a
week from the 18th – 22nd April
2006. A total of 60 girls; 12 from
each School were invited. The
schools invited were; Jan Jonker
Afrikaner Secondary School, Augustineum Secondary School,
Khomas High School, A. Shipena
Secondary School and Immanuel
Shifidi Secondary School. The
Holiday School was hosted at
Dawid Bezuidenhout High School
and Ms Uys, a FAWENA Executive Member and a teacher at
Dawid Bezuedenhout Coordinated the event.
The Holiday School was organized mainly to provide focused
revision on the challenging concepts and to encourage girls to
excel in Mathematics and Science
subjects/fields. In the quest to
make this vision come true;
FAWENA consulted some of
best teachers in Windhoek in

Mathematics and Physical Science
to teach, revise past question papers and address some of the
burning questions in Mathematics
and Science during the Holiday
School so as to help the girls improve their performance.

DAY 2 – 19 April 2006
On the second day, the lessons
started at 8:00hrs as scheduled
and the launching of the Holiday
School was scheduled to take
place at 10:00hrs. The NBC covered the event.

DAY 1 – 18 April 2006
Ms. Alfeus , FAWENA Assistant
The first day of the Holiday
School started at 8:00hrs in the
morning, girls from the 5 different schools that were invited
turned up and we verified the
names submitted to us with the
girls present. There were some
few changes here and there
whereby some girls on the list
submitted to us by the schools
were not there but were replaced by other girls from their
schools. The four identified
teachers also turned up on time
and everything was arranged.
Handouts, question papers and
other materials were handed out
to the respective teachers and
the girls also received the stationery for the Holiday School. Mr.
Philander from the New Era was
there to cover the event and he
took some pictures of the girls.

Meet the
Groups,
“The Holiday School run for five
days, it started on the 18 April and
ended on the 22 April 2006. The
Holiday School was a Success.”

A. Shipena Girls at Holiday School

We divided the girls into four
groups; Grade 10 A and Grade
10 B and Grade 12 A and Grade
12 B. The Class lessons started
shortly after the girls were divided into groups. The schedule
of the Holiday School is attached
along with the Financial Report.
Jan Jonker Girls at the Holiday School
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Program Officer welcomed the
Guest of Honor also representative of PETROFUND Ms. Veronica , The Principal of Dawid Bezuidenhout Mr. Fredricks, the
Holiday School teachers,
FAWENA Staff members and the
girls. She further noted that the
Holiday School aimed at helping
girls to improve and excel in
mathematics and Science fields.

Khomas High girls at the Holiday School

Augustenium Girls at Holiday School

I. Shifidi girls the Holiday School
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She urged the girls to take the
Holiday School seriously as this
would be a great eye opener to
them and can help then understand better some concepts they
might have considered challenging.
In her speech Ms. Veronica encouraged the girls to study hard
and make sure that they get
something out of the Holiday
School. She further noted that
this was a great opportunity for
those that were serious to excel
in Mathematics and Science. Ms
Veronica said besides sponsoring
Holiday Schools PETROFUND
offers Bursaries to those learners
that perform well in Mathematics
and Science subjects and want to
take up careers in Geology, Medicine, Engineering and other
Mathematics and Science related
courses except Criminal Law. She
told the girls that if they worked
hard, they could make it and
stand a better chance to get a
Bursary from PETRUFUND.
Ms. Uys expressed her gratitude
towards PETROFUND for providing the funds N$20,000.00 to
sponsor the Holiday School and
FAWENA for organizing the
event. She told the girls that resources and time were dedicated
to this Holiday School to make it
a success and she further noted
that the girls should also dedicate
their time and energy towards
achieving something. She also
noted that, the Holiday School
was aimed at improving the girls’
performance and hopefully by the

end of the year we could see
some A, B, C symbols in Mathematics and Science subjects from
the girls attending the Holiday
School.
In her speech Ms. Uys assured the
girls that they were in capable
hands and that they should feel
free at any time during lessons to
ask questions or clarifications. She
concluded by saying the girls
should enjoy the Holiday School
and have fun. She then declared
the Holiday School open.
Ms. Alfeus then thanked everybody for their participation in the
Holiday School, for the teachers –
for taking their holiday time to
come and help the girls and for
the learners for missing out on
their holidays to dedicate their
time. Ms. Alfeus thanked PETROFUND especially for their sponsorship and for making it possible
for the Holiday School to take
place.
DAY 3 – 20 April 2006
On the third day, the lessons
started at 8:00hrs as scheduled
and everything went smoothly.

What The Teachers Thought...

“

“A very lively group of girls who displayed
eagerness to learn. “ -MS. FELICITY UYS
“...we managed to do more than what I had
expected”. -MS. A. OOSTHUIZEN
“I feel truly privileged that I could have
been involved in such a worthy program,
empowering girls and trying to help in obtaining better grades”. -MS. S. SCHROEDER
“I am sure that some of them gained some
more information and would benefit from
the course”. -MS. A SCHRADER

”

I spoke to a few learners who
were very happy to be part of the
Holiday School and they said it
was an eye opener for them. Although they said time was not
enough to cover everything, they
were hoping within the time limit
given to them they would learn as
much as they can and make the
best of every minute in their lessons. They were optimistic that
they would be an improvement in
their performance in Mathematics
and Science in the next term.
When asked if they would like to
see the similar event take place
next year, they were all for the
idea that Holiday Schools and
Summer Schools be made an annual event so as to boost their
understanding of some challenging
concepts in Mathematics and Science.
The girls were full of smiles and
from the few that we interviewed
one could see that they were having a good time. The lessons
ended at 12:30 as scheduled.
DAY 4 – 21 April 2006
On the fourth day, the lessons
started at 8:00hrs and everything
went smoothly to 12:30 as scheduled.
Shortly after the lessons, the girls
were called to the hall. The idea
was to hand out cards to them
with the aim of evaluating how
they felt about the Holiday
School. Each of the girls received
two cards, on the pink card, the
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What The Girls Thought...

“

Teachers were really good, patient, hardworking, responsible, kind and friendly and always took time to explain things
thoroughly when asked so that we could understand.
Teachers were very experienced and they explained things without reading directly from the textbook. They also refer
you to past Examination Question papers when teaching, telling you what to do and what not to do during examination when given certain questions.
Teachers were cooperative; they gave advice like” Mathematics is like swimming, you don’t get a medal by watching the
coach, you have to get wet because PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT”.
Teachers made an extra effort to help the learners improve in Mathematics and Science. They knew what they were
doing, FAWENA really chose the best!
The teaching method was quite good, the teachers have the ability to teach and gave us precisely what we needed, and
they made the best of the time allocated to them.
The Transport that was arranged was a good thing because some of us could not afford to come by Taxi everyday,
Thank you FAWENA and Thank you PETROFUND.
It was a great holiday School; we learnt a great deal of things in Mathematics and Science, some things we did not learn
at our schools and hope to improve with our results in August and November.
The classes were not boring, they were lively and we enjoyed it very much and we are looking forward to come back in
August.
They made us feel welcome, comfortable and encouraged us to ask questions whenever we did not understand.
FAWENA staffs were very friendly and thanks to Ms. Veronica, she was kind and nice to us.
The timing of the Winter School was great and everything was well organized.
We used instruments that we never used at our school.
The Winter School helped us remain focused and motivated us to study hard.

girls were to write all the positive things/aspects of the Holiday
School and the Blue card the girls
were to write all the Negative
things they observed during the
Winters School and give suggestions on how the negatives could
be improved. These cards were
to be completed at home and be
returned the following day.
This was followed by a photo
session and the girls had fun.
Shortly after the photo session
the girls knocked off for the day.
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DAY 5 – 22 April 2006
On the fifth and final day of the
Holiday School, the lessons
started at 8:00hrs as usual and
ended at 12:15. Unlike the other
days where the lessons ended at
12:30hrs, the lessons ended earlier on the final day so as to make
provision for the closing of the
Holiday School.
The girls returned the cards
handed out to them the previous
day and everybody gathered in
the hall for the closing.

”

Ms. Alfeus thanked the Teachers,
Learners, Ms. Louw the Holiday
School Custodian and everybody
else who took part / participated
in the Holiday School. She further
noted that the commitment of the
participants during the Holiday
School was wonderful and that
she hoped the girls had learnt

something
School.

from

the

Holiday

Ms. Uys also thanked everybody
who had taken part in this Holiday School by sacrificing their
Holiday time to come to classes
every morning. She further noted
that although the time was not
enough to cover all topics, the
teachers had done their ultimate
best to cover what they considered important in order to help
the girls understand. All in all Ms.
Uys considered the Holiday
School a success because the
girls had learnt something and
that hopefully they will be an improvement in their performance
in Mathematics and Science. Ms.
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Uys also offered to teach the
grade 12 Extended / HIGSE
Mathematics learners every Saturday free of charge as she felt
that these girls had a much
greater need to have extra
classes. The girls were very happy
and agreed to attend these
classes as they felt this would be
a great opportunity for them to
do well in their final Examinations.
Maria Tjituka a grade 12 learner
at Augustenium Secondary
School also thanked PETROFUND for sponsoring the event,
FAWENA for coordinating the
Holiday School and the teachers’
for sacrificing their holidays and

time that could have spent with
their loved ones at home. She further noted that she had learnt a
great deal from the Holiday
School and that she learnt about
FAWENA through the Holiday
School.
Mayday Thomas a grade 12
learner at Jan Jonker Afrikaner
High School also thanked PETROFUND, FAWENA and the teachers for their time and for organizing the Holiday School.
The Winter School run for five days,
it started on the 18 April and ended
on the 22 April 2006. The Winter
School was a Success.

January—April 2006

Field Visits to School Sites
OMAHEKE REGION
FAWENA, with the financial assistance from
the USAID’s AEI-AGPS (Africa Education
Ambassador’s Scholarship Program) visited
schools that have girls who benefit from the
AEI-AGSP. These visits are conducted as
part of the monitoring and evaluation plan.
USAID provides scholarship to a total of
374 girls in 21 schools country wide.
Hearing From the Learners
When we spoke with the girls to get a sense
of what they know about the program they
are benefiting from as well as learn a little
more about their goals. Questions commonly asked were:
1. Where does the scholarship money
come from?
2. How did the money help?
3. What would you like to become
when you grow up?
Responses to these questions along with
personal conversations with the girls were a
great way to see what an impact FAWENA
programs have on youth. For example:
Martha Hoxobes a grade 4 learner was
transferred to Gunichas Primary School
because her guardians had relocated to a
farm around that area and they felt that it
would be best to put Martha in the hostel at
Gunichas Primary School.
Esther Shikongo, a grade 5 learner, is said to
be doing really well academically and in
other external sports activities. We met
with Esther, who looked smart in her uniform. She knew that the money came from
FAWENA, which also helped with other
school materials that she needed. She said
that she wanted to become a Psychologist
after completing her studies.
We also met Martha Hoxobes a grade 4
learner who was transferred from Nossobville Primary School, she was doing fine and
she was settling down. She said that she had
started with her classes and that was in the
hostel at Gunichas R.C. Primary School.
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In response to the questions asked the girls;
Most of the girls seemed to know
where the money came from, they
said it came from FAWENA and
we explained that FAWENA got
that money from America as it was
part of President Bush’s Africa
Education Initiative, to help the
“Girl Child” go to school.
The girls said that the money helped
them with school supplies such as
uniform kits, books, pens pencils
etc.
All of the girls at least wished to become teachers, nurses or doctors.
Impact
Visiting these schools and talking with the
girls in FAWENA programs has provided an
excellent opportunity to identify the impact
of these girls programs. Challenges were
identified with specific sites which will be
addressed as best as possible.
There is little doubt, however, that the girls
in FAWENA program across Namibias are
benefiting from them. Thanks to the generous support of USAID these proven and
effective programs will continue to enlighten
Namibian girls for years to come.

School Sites Visited
NOSSOBVILLE
PRIMARY SCHOOL
GUNICAHS ROMAN CATHOLIC PRIMARY SCHOOL
WENNIE DU PLESSIS SECONDARY SCHOOL
GOBABIS PRIMARY SCHOOL
RAKUTUKA PRIMARY SCHOOL
OKAEPE PRIMARY SCHOOL

Details of scholarships provided my USAID
ALLOCATION OF FUNDS TO SCHOOLS INCLUSIVE MENTORING FUNDS
NAME OF SCHOOL

NO. OF LEARNERS

REGION

AMOUNT PER SCHOOL N$

1.Aris Primary School

20

Khomas

24,650.00

2.Moses Goraeb Primary School

8

Khomas

12,342.00

3.Kameru Senior Primary School

20

Kunene

23,970.00

4.Opuwo Primary School

20

Kunene

23,910.00

5.Okorosave Primary School

20

Kunene

22,310.00

6.Okanguati Primary School

20

Kunene

20,190.00

7.Ompandakani Combined School

20

Oshana

21,910.00

8.Ondiamande Combined School

20

Oshana

20,670.00

9.Okashandja Combined School

20

Oshana

23,650.00

10.Okaku Primary School

20

Oshana

22,390.00

11.Uukwinyoonge Combined School

20

Oshana

22,570.00

12.Okaepe Primary School

15

Otjozondjupa

20,365.00

13.Mangeti Primary School

20

Otjozondjupa

22,850.00

14.Martin Ndumba Secondary
School

11

Okavango

14,298.00

15.Bravo Primary School

20

Okavango

23,350.00

16.Nkurekuru Primary School

20

Okavango

18,950.00

17.Gobabis Primary School

10

Omaheke

12,350.00

18.Rakutuka Primary School

10

Omaheke

13,100.00

19.Nossobville Primary School

1

Omaheke

8,410.00

Wennie Du Plessis Secondary School

1

Omaheke

1,215.00

21

Omaheke

24,630.00

20.Gunichas Primary School
TOTAL
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337

398,080.00
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Support
FAWENA would like to thank those organizations and businesses that have demonstrated
their commitment to Namibian girls through education and development by supporting our
programs and activities. Thank You!

Bank Windhoek
FAWENA Executive Members
FAWE RS
Former CCN Scholarship Beneficiaries
Ministry of Education
NBC
NAMDEB
NAMPower
Standard Bank
UNESCO
Winrock International

Forum for African Women
Educationalists in Namibia
Private Bag 13186, Windhoek
Government Office Park
MBESC Building, Luther Street
Phone: 264-61-2933143
Fax: 264-61-2966142
E-mail: fawena@mec.gov.na
Supporting Women and Girls to Acquire Education for Development

A Special Thanks to
OSISA for supporting the printing of
this newsletter

